VII. Potholes (cont)
The path on the bank is washed
to stepping stones by a sudden spring
fast as a beck. Tree roots grasp the air.
Here is the flood, wild
and uncontained.
The tide of history is fall and rise
Rise and fall.
The quarry and the cauldron know this.
They are reaching for the sea.

VIII.Confluence
The stones collect.
Moon pocked, rune –written
A bank at the wild rivers mouth.
River has smoothed and gouged them
to orbs and weapons
Burnt amber
rush of Gelt, above their white faces
fell widened trace of a river,
at the meeting place.
In an old dance, sedate and black,
the wide river Irthing, starts a mazurka.
Tree hung, deep pooled, gathering in the
flow.
They mark time, curtsey and dance
Blur without argument.
Mirrored, heel and toe, running away,
holding one silver ribbon.
Scored on this summer dented day,
in one shaft of sun, like the hooves
of Reivers horses, gathering to gallop
no borders.
Where the birds rise and fly away.

IX. A Swallow’s Flight
The birds arrive early
looking for insects, the light whirr
of antennae, tissue of translucent wings.
Swallows, migrant, not of one place.
Shimmering, buffeting the air.
Taking their radar from the seasons.
Scattering in a huge fly past
of indelible summer.
Bound as they are by aerial flight.
They seem so unstoppable, calling.
Dive, dip, and speed. Flocks of
acrobats arching in the air.
O swallows, is this what you are telling us
in your searching?
How difficult it is to return and to leave
familiar nests in high barns
Keep connection?
Are we are winging it too,
losing compass,
thermal current,
blown off course by strange weather?
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Clare Crossman

Since her pamphlet Landscapes was joint winner of the Redbeck competition, Clare
Crossman has published four collections of poetry with Shoestring Press in
Nottingham, the most recent being The Blue Hour in 2017. She enjoys
collaborations particularly with musicians and has recently been involved in a poetry
film about landscape, people and conservation called Waterlight. The Gelt River is
one of her favourite places in Cumbria for walking, swimming and dreaming.

Penny Callow

Penny Callow was brought up in a house with three rescued pianos. She began
the cello at primary school joining the Merseyside Youth Orchestra just before
Simon Rattle became the conductor. After studying at Dartington (including a
stint in the Indian music department) she trained as a “queen of inauthenticity”
sticking the cello into as many genres of music as possible, and getting the title
“flamingcello” from its nuisance value.
Despite trying a myriad of other instruments, the cello almost always wins. This
cello was repaired in the 1980s by Michael Johnson in Hallbankgate, after
starting life as a Church Bass in Lancaster. She says “It has accompanied me on
many adventures, so when Phil suggested making music for his film I heard the
call of fun. I like meditative music with the possibility of dancing.”

Phil Furneaux

Phil gave his first sax concert to an audience of 2000 in North Wales during the
celebrations of the investiture of the Prince of Wales when he was 17,
something he is embarrassed about being a republican!
His musical experience started with playing rock guitar but then was able to buy
a new sax with his mother’s bequest at the age of 40. He formed a band “Heidi
and the Soul Merchants” which toured a rock style of soul for 4 years and then
he played in a number of duos for wedding, parties and small gigs.
His turning point came when he became proficient at home studio recording and
was able to develop his own style. His album “A Real Distraction” (2014, CD
Baby) tour of the North West gave him confidence to take his music further.
His tours of France and the North UK with the duo FuMar no longer became
viable after his musical partner moved from Paris to the Pyrenees but now enjoys
composing and the sound of his sax with Flammingcello and Tablas in The Red
Stone Trio.

VI. Written Rocks (cont)
The fern green dripping is rubbing out the soldiers names
Mecatius, Eppius M, Julius. Grafittied,
a face with a pointed chin remains.
Their capital letters.
Men have tried to tame the waters.
Pumps, sluices locks and reservoirs
but it spills a narrative of deep black pools
splash of froth, long race and weather.
Beyond cogs and winches,
Nowhere to run toDancing mud and rain, rain and mud
Falling. down stream
to the sludge marsh mouth,
rising without warning,
chanting its spell.
Unstoppable.
VII. Potholes

In the disused quarry cave
Lichen grows, ferns drip rain
Here’s an echo of somewhere ancient.
Cello saxophone a voice
would be a tinder struck,
planted, rising, answering back to the land.
The tide of history and the river
Is fall and rise, rise and fall.
Here it boils zigzagging, left to right
Following the sandstone layers,
Cutting lime stone platforms
Making whirlpools at gravity’s gathering point.
Rushing brown.
A tornado of water twisting, sucking you
In with its music of stones chiselling
Potholes in the banks large as cannon balls,
is an impossible well.

V Bridges
There are many bridges. Planked and narrow,
Or arching aqueducts of solid stone, vaulted, grand.
Once for the Droving, horses on the coffin path,
to the distant church from the high fell.
They carry rights of way, footpath, train weight
From them we view wild places, see the deep ravine.

Rosh Singh

Rosh recently drummed in India, Pakistan, Afghanistan and Bangladesh at the
Cricket World Cup, and is the first choice for North East Asian weddings with
his group the Dholli Drummers.
Rosh studied classical and popular tabla styles with Shabaz Hussain, and is a
graduate of the Newcastle University Music School. He is an accomplished
pianist, arranging Bollywood hits in a Lounge style. His versatility brings a
fresh dynamic to the compositions, with his command of the intricate
language and tonal qualities of the tablas complementing the sax and cello.

‘We crossed at Hynam to climb up,
Heard the water, walked home full circle.’
The work of mind and hands, feats of engineering,
Bent bones and maths have made these simple things.
When it is hard to swim across. We find ways to
cross the old grey water path. Continuing,
over boulders and fallen trees becoming stepping stones,
where we can leap and wade.
VI. Written Rocks
Only the river quarries here.
Mines and runnels, twisting corridors and turns,
sudden quick waterfall and weir.
Fissures of red sediment, carrying stones.
Battering sandstone carved to cliffs and caves
where wild trout jump and first green buds open
in the woods in spring.
The river’s history runs deep.
Maidens, drownings, blocked rights of way.
The hermit of the rock living above the waters
pounding. For solitude, for forgetting.
Knowing his own shivering
Then bare trees, palaces of ice,
perhaps pearl fishers, swimmers, children,
lovers, long hot afternoons.
All possible, at the ragged shifting race.

Maksymillion Loth
Born in Carlisle to a Polish mother and an
English father, Max has always had a passion
for the past which was in part fuelled by
growing up in such close proximity to the
historic landscape of the border region. Max
is currently working on a PhD in modern
Polish history at Durham University, but he
retains a keen interest in the history of the
local area. He has been able to share this
interest with a variety of audiences through a
series of historical talks he has researched
and delivered on local subjects from Roman
Cumbria through to the Border Reivers. He
has also appeared in a film about the history
of the Voluntary Service in Carlisle, and is
currently collaborating on a short film about
the history of the Shaddongate area of
Carlisle.

Programme
•
•

Introduction by Max Loth
The film:
• Sunrise over Geltsdale
• Poem: Green Shelter
• Poem: Earth Psalster
• Music: Earth Psalter
• The Rise of Old Water
• Music: 1767 and Whirlpools
• Old Water meets New Water
• Poem: The Rising
• Hynam
• Poem: Bridges
• Music: String Bounce
• Interlude with insects:
• Poem: Little Flower
• Music: Little Flower
• Gelt Woods
• Poem: Written Rock
• Music: River Run
• The Quarry
• Music: Quarry Slap
• The Potholes
• Poem: Potholes
• Music Potholes
• The Confluence:
• Poem: Confluence
• Poem : A Swallow’s Flight
• Music: Confluence

Personal Note from Phil:
Phil has always loved the Gelt River. The idea of a project
with The Gelt came after I bought a cheap video camera
for filming the FuMar Art Music Happenings. I fixed the
camera to the tripod so I could see the filming and play
my sax at the same time. This is documented on
YouTube. The sound of a cello seemed the perfect
accompaniment and finding Penny was a gem. The
percussion had to be Tablas, so versatile and crossed
cultural boundaries. Rosh is the best in the North East.
Meeting then working with Clare brought the project a
new focus. My personal thanks to them for allowing me to
fulfil a dream.

I. Green Shelter
Dried leaves, in deep woods,
just breaking green,
the river surfs red sandstone;
dents and dimples,
has its own hush in
amber water spinning
to a honeyed rush.
A heedless spool
Cutting a deep channel,
A long brown thread
Speaking in fern tongues,
Difficult to catch.
There is much to ask the river.
II. Earth Psalter.
Stone-keeper. way-maker.
Palm-shaper. depth-maker.
Honey-spun. crimson dyed.
Path- to- follow.
Time breaker. Wood-shaper,
Leaf floater. Fish-pooler.
Afternoon-in June-dreamer.
Grief water. Pain breaker.
Shade- gatherer.
Storm road, flood maker,
Force- of- nature, bridge breaker.
High tilt. Great force.
Channel cutter.
Quarry-miner.
End- of- days bringer.
Weir rush, shelter-weaver,
Horse –brown- ice road –skater.
Waterfall. Rain collector.
Wild charmer.
Long muse.
Earth psalter.

III Rising
Old Water meets New water, high up
in the hills, spouting an avalanche
from
a tunnel of moor collected damp.
Recent rain from sink holes,
As if the clouds have made a well.
Heavy, it falls into new water,
fresh from a spring ,that is
child of the fell rain,
rising devil may care, heedless,
flowing easily, bubbling away.
They spin together, one gelt river.
A wide burn of light and stones
Falling downhill.
Gold, copper plated.
Ancient with new.
New with old. They are the same
stream no difference can be told.
They scatter a path of campion
red clover, white clover, moor grass
Bee orchid, hover flies.
Sing to themselves.
IV Little Flower
Little flower you are so beautiful,
Standing in the bright sunlight,
All the insects flying round you.
Beckoning them to do the best.
Little flower, you are so beautiful
Standing at the water’s edge
All the insects flying round you
Beckoning them to do their best.
The wings that dip,
The seeds that float
The leaf shaped boat
are the rivers legacy and hope.

